HAYLE OLSON
www.hayleolson.com // hello@hayleolson.com

HayleOlson.com is a lifestyle blog tailored towards millennial
women. My goal is to share my passion for living a
happy and healthy lifestile. I hope to inspire others to follow their
dreams. I want to create more confident and motivated women in
this world!
I love to share my advice, opinions, and recommendations about
p
my favorite products
or services. HayleOlson.com is where I share
meaningful content and stories - easily intertwining your product
into a post.
Readers walk away inspired and motivated to chase their dreams
and live more intentionally, all while exuberating confidence in
their daily lives.
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SERVICES + RATES

HAYLE OLSON
I am a 25-year old marketing specialist
for a technology company in
Boise, Idaho. I am a recent college
graduate of Iowa State University
where I earned my degree in Electrical
Engineering.
I have been working in the marketing
field for 3 years. The majorty of my
marketing skills are self-taught.

Sponsored Posts: $300 per 300 words

A twenty-something content writer +
coffee lover based in Boise, Idaho.
Passionate about travel, fitness, food,
and social media marketing.

Video Production: $800 per video
Brand Ambassadorship: Price Varies
Web Banner Advertisements:
Sidebar Ad: $150 per month
Header Ad: $250 per month

SOCIAL REACH

Social Media Campaign: $100 per post
Sponsored Contests: $50 per month

2300+
@hayleolson

E-newsletter Ad: $100 per month
Have something else in mind? Please contact me!
For work samples, please go to: https://hayleolson.com/services
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BRAND RELATIONSHIPS

WORK SAMPLES

Upgrading My Morning Routine
with Dove

Albertsons on Broadway
Grand Opening

Refresh Your Space This Spring
with Minted Fine Art

WHAT PEOPLE ARE SAYING
“I really like Hayle's photos, they are relatable and go well with her blog and aesthetic. I also appreciate that
they are high-quality! She does a good job of incorporating a product into a post in a good way that didn't
disrupt up the post.” - Tori Conange, Membership Services Project Manager at Clever
“Hayle is such a pleasure to work with. Not only does she take the time to work with you, she is so flexible,
gets things done in a timely manner, and is willing to fix every little detail to get your work done exactly how
you like. I absolutely LOVED working with her and will continue working with her in the future!” – Leanna
Ranieri, Owner of Leanna Ranieri Events + Styling
More testimonials at: https://hayleolson.com/testimonials

R E ADY TO WO R K TO G E T H E R ?
LET’S TA LK AT HELLO@HAY LEOLSON.COM

